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INTRODUCTION
1. Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.), interests as a white gold due to its 

contribution in agricultural, industrial, and economy development. It is a major 
source of fibre and oil, in most of the tropical region in the world .

2. Traditionally, ideal cotton fibres are said to be as “white as snow, as strong as 
steel, as fine as silk and as long as wool “.  Moreover, cottonseed are the second 
most important source of oil for human consumption and it contains about 15% 
oleic acid .

3. Genotype selection is an important factor which has a large impact on yield and 
quality attributes of cotton species .

4. Ullah et al (2019) reposted that the higher values of fibre quality were obtained 
between different genotypes .



Aims of the study 
1. Comparison among nine cottonseeds genotypes originated from Iraq, Iran and 

American on the seed oil and protein yields and fiber quality properties .

2. Using different statistical model to identify lint quality  .

3. Study the possibility to adapt these genotypes in Erbil environment .



Cotton genotypes

Coker310

Lachata

Iraqi

genotypes Bakhtegan

Khordad

Varamin

Iranian 

genotypes Cafko

Dunn1047

Montana

Stoneville

American 
genotypes



Statistical analysis

• Data which collected on different parameters were analysed statistically by 

using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) programmed (version 

26) .

• Means were compaired using Duncan’s multiple range test at the (P  0.05) 

significance level (Cochran, 1957).  

• The principal component analysis (PCA) was performed for comparing 

between the studied treatments combinations using XLSTAT-Premium 

Program



Figure 1. Effect of genotypes on ginning out turn and fiber weight plant-1.  

Means followed by the same letter in the bar chart indicate not significantly different Duncan’s multiple tests, (P  0.0).



Figure 2.Mean performance for various fiber qualities of 

nine cottonseeds G. hirsutum genotypes 
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Figure 3. Oil, protein yield and fibre index as affected by cotton genotypes.
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Table 2. Shows the eigenvalue and the variability among the genotypes.

F1: Fiber weight, Fiber index, Protein yield, Fiber length, Microner index and Maturity.
F2: Fiber index, Fiber length, Strength and Uniformity.
F3: Elongation only.





Figure 5. PCA on the parameters of lint properties of nine cotton genotypes.  The negative and positive values for factors 
(F1, F2), (F1, F3) and (F2, F3) are limiting, the locations of vectors or variables in the circle.



Conclusion
This study comprised of two Iraq’s, three Iran’s and four American’s

cottonseed (G. hirsutum L.) genotypes on the fiber quality, oil and

protein. They varied in the studied parameters. It was concluded that

the G. hirsutum genotypes were differing in their traits. Among the nine

genotypes under test the response of genotype Lachata very well in

terms of fiber quality, was oil, protein yield. Then, one Iran’s of

genotype Bakhtin has greater fiber quality, under the prevailing

environmental conditions in the northern territories of Mesopotamia

(Erbil). Therefore, these traits may be used to advice farmers not only

about cotton specie but also other species which is understand the

impact of difference genotypes on the quality and quantity of yield.
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The circles (1,2and 3) representing the locations of vectors and 

correlation between them ,if the onlyangle value between two 

variables ≤ 90 º  it means there is significant correlation 

between them and via versa 


